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The elastic and total (energy-integrated) structure factors for glassy selenium have been measured

by means of neutron spectroscopy within the temperature range 15 K& T & 310 K. The correlated
nature of the atomic vibrations gives rise to marked features in the total (energy-integrated) inelastic
structure factors defined as the difference between the total and elastic intensities. Also, both
structure factors show rather distinct dependences with temperature, which are discussed in some
detail.

I. INTRODUCTION

The microscopic, space-dependent motions of a sub-
stantial number of glassy materials have been investi-
gated by means of experimental probes such as neu-
tron scattering (for a relatively recent appraisal see Ref.
1), alongside with theoretical or computer simulation
approaches. However, and leaving aside the pioneer-
ing work performed on monoatomic (metallic binary)
glasses or those regarding archetypal glasses formed
by well-de6ned structural units, such as amorphous sil-
ica and oxide glasses (see, for instance, Ref. 4), most
of the reported studies have focused on the study of
relatively high-energy excitations (bond stretching and
bendingss), aiming to contrast the results of theoretical
calculations cast in terms of the normal modes of small
atomic clusters.

The purpose of the present work is to present recent
results regarding vitreous Se, one of the most widely stud-
ied topologically disordered glasses, using for the purpose
measurements of the elastic (zero-energy transfer) and
total structure factor, carried out under conditions that
make amenable a detailed study (with high statistical
accuracy) of the neutron-scattering cross sections (inte-
grated in energy) of those excitations responsible for the
well-documented anomalies regarding thermal (the C/T
bump in the specific heat at T = 6 K) and transport (the
plateau in the heat conductivity) properties. Contrary
to previous studies, where the interest was centered on
the detailed study of the generalized (density of states)
and wave-vector-dependent (dynamic structure factors)

frequency spectra, our aim here is to investigate the Q
dependence of magnitudes, which can be accessed &om
experimental means with relative ease, thus enabling a
detailed study of the wave-vector and temperature de-
pendences of the spectra. Although detailed information
regarding the time-dependent atomic dynamics cannot
be derived &om the kind of measurements presented here,
they provide valuable information regarding the depen-
dence with both momentum transfers and temperature
of the ratios of the elastic to the total intensity as well as
of the total inelastic intensity. As will be shown below,
the analysis of such quantities in terms of microscopic dy-
namical models will serve to infer the highly correlated
nature of the atomic dynamics at length scales several
times larger than that characteristic of the self-atomic
(single-particle) motion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION
DETAILS

A. Experiments

The measurements were carried out using the TAS7
cold triple-axis instrument located at one of the cold
(curved) neutron guides of the DR3 reactor at the Risoe
National Laboratory, Roskilde (Denmark), which enables
us to perform measurements &ee of contamination &om
higher harmonics, as attested &om the spectra of the
empty cell. An incident neutron energy Eo ——1.956 THE
was selected, and the spectrometer was set up using col-
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limations of 30', 20', 20', 40', which resulted in an energy
resolution at the elastic line of about 0.05 THz [full width
at half maximum (FWHM)j and a resolution in momen-
tum transfers of Q = 0.04 k ~. The chosen experimen-
tal conditions imply that for moderately low tempera-
tures only excitations below Eo (i.e., covering the first
broad peak in the vibrational frequency distributions)
are being sampled. Two sets of measurements were car-
ried out within the temperature range 15 K& T & 310 K
(T~ 313 K for this long annealed sample) comprising
most of the glass stability range. Measurements of the
elastic cross section for each temperature were followed

by the measurements of the total elastic cross section,
using the same spectrometer setup. Under these experi-
mental conditions, the usable range of moment»m trans-
fers was 0.4 A ~ ( Q ( 2.6 A ~, and to ensure the same
statistical accuracy in both sets of measurements, every
data point was counted up to 10000 monitor counts. The
sample consisted in a machined niobium slab cell of di-
mensions 5 cm high, 6 cm wide, and an internal thickness
of 0.3 cm filled with selenium powder which was heated
up to 640 K for 2 h and subsequently quenched into a
mineral oil bath. DifFraction patterns of the same sample
carried out previously using a larger extent in reciprocal
space~ did not reveal the presence of any Bragg reBection.
Once quenched, the sample was shown to be stable at
room temperature for at least six months, and the present
measurements correspond to such an annealed sample.
Special care was put into an accurate evaluation of the
absorption corrections, which become particularly severe
for this relatively highly absorbing material. Our own
computer code was employed for such a purposes and
the contribution of multiply scattered neutrons was eval-
uated using the DISCUS code, using as a scattering kernel
spectra available &om the computer simulations already
reported. The contribution of multiple scattering to the
elastic line as well as to the total elastic cross section
(evaluated from integration of this contribution over the
kinematically accessible transfers) never exceeded 4%
and were subtracted &om the total intensities by means
of the factor method. In order to account for the res-
olution broadening of the strictly elastic peak, calcula-
tions performed using the REscAL codes were compared
with that measured using a vanadium standard, thus en-
abling us to adjust the values of some of the instrumental
parameters (beam divergences). As a result, resolution
functions slowly varying with Q (maximum percentage
variation of about 7%) were calculated, and the height
of the measured elastic intensity corrected accordingly.
The measured cross sections were then converted into
structure factors and the normalization was carried out
by comparison with the structure factors derived &om
simulational means. ~ A sample of a set of representative
structure factors is shown in Fig. 1. No detailed com-
parison with previously published spectra is possible due
to the far diferent experimental conditions.

B. Structure factors
and their dependence with temperature

In what follows we shall consider the glassy Se sam-

ple as a macroscopically large molecule composed of N
atoms (although, as will be shown below the characteris-
tic coherence lengths bound the dimensions that matter
down to a few tens of A.), interacting through harmonic
potentials, and therefore closed &om expressions for the
terms entering the phonon expansion of the S(Q, u) dy-
namic structure factor, are available. ~~~2 The elastic
(zero-phonon) term becomes

2W(q) = d~ ((Q p) ) [2n((u)+1]
Se 0 (d

(2)

where wm represents the maximum frequency of Z(u),
the generalized vibrational density of states, Ms, is the
atomic mass of a seleni»~ atom, p stands for the normal-
ized vector amplitudes of modes for a given fequency ~,
over which an average is taken as specified by the angular
brackets, and 2n(id) + 1 is a Bose factor. ~s A more com-
pact definition of the elastic term can be written upon
the introduction of a rigid structure factor as

s"'(q, -) =~(-)s (q)
-' &ql

1
Sz(q) = —) jo(q&r ) .

(3)

(4)

The static structure factor is given in terms of the phonon
expansion as

s(q) = s('&(q, ~) + s~'&(q) + s~'l(q) + "
&max

ku cosh(huP/2) S(Q, ur)
Eznin

2~i v ~~)h

lm

where the integration limits are set by the neutron kine-
matics and, due to coherent interference sects, ' the
exponential term, which accounts for thermal disorder
entering this structure factor, is now

S~ l (Q, id) = h(a)) —) I~ l (Q),
l,m

I (Q) =(e' '" )ii( ' + - )

=j.(q )(-' "').,
where the s|»» r»»s over all atoms of the system com-

posed by N scattering»»its, ri stands for the eqm~ib-

ri»~ distance between atoms I, m, j„(x)denote spherical
Bessel functions, and the subindex 0 stands for the orien-
tational averaging. The exponent in the last expression
is given by

(6)
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where the p&
—p terms give account of the correla-

tion between the amplitudes of a normal vibration of &e-
quency u" taken over all atoms separated by a distance
r~ . Such an exponential, usually referred to as the
Debye-Wailer term in the glass transition literature usu-
ally shows a substantial structure in Q with well-defined
phase relationships with the structure factor. Its fac-
torization outside the orientational average can only be
carried out for long times, where it becomes identical to
2W(Q), and such an exercise is precluded in the present
work, since our purpose is the study of properties corre-
sponding to intermediate times.

The relevant 8"(Q) n-phonon terms of Eq. (5) have
been evaluated by Carpenter and Pelizzari [see Eqs.
(19)—(28) of Ref. 11] and the inelastic structure factors
contributing to the total intensity can be readily calcu-

lated after integration over energy transfers as

where the sums run over difFerent l, m atom pairings and
normal modes labeled by A, and the population factors
a and the Ei (A) inelastic structure factors for normal
modes with &equencies u" are the same than those given
in Ref. 11.

From the experimental side, the absence of sharp
Bragg reQections precludes the direct measurement of ei-
ther 2W(Q) or 2W'(Q) from experiments measuring only
one of the structure factors, although the former can be
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FIG. 1. S (Q, u) (open symbols) and

S(Q) (lilled symbols) for some temperatures
comprising the explored range (given in the
inset). The inset in the uppermost figure rep-
resents the S(Q) structure factor at T = 15 K
calculated from MD simulation (Ref. 4) and
shown for comparison purposes. The inset in
the lowest graph shows both structure factors
in a logarithmic scale, evidencing the pres-
ence of a small shoulder st Q 0.8 A more
clearly visible in the strictly elastic function.
The error bars due to counting statistics are
far smaller than the symbols.
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measured if incoherent scattering samples were available
(no suitable isotope for Se). A common practice in re-
cent times~r has lead to estimating an averaged (over all
atoms) value of the Debye-Wailer factor &om the ratio of
the strictly elastic to the total structure factors. Within
the approach followed here, such a ratio results in

f(q) S(Q)
S&'& (q, (u)

S(o)(q, (gJ) + S(&)(q) + S(2)(q). . .

a quantity comprising relevant information regarding the
correlation of atomic motions, although its interpretation
becomes extremely involved.

The total (&equency-integrated) inelastic intensity,
which is also experimentally accessible, finally provides a
direct access to the inelastic structure factors, since

I;. ,(q) =S(q) —S~'l(q, )
S(~)(q) + S(2) (q) +.. .

The measurement of the energy-integrated inelastic in-
tensity thus constitutes an excellent test to investigate
the wave-vector dependence of the correlation effects,
specially if workable models to perform the averages on
the E(q) structure factors are brought forward.

To investigate the temperature dependence of both
structure factors and gain some physical insight, it is con-
venient, for calculation purposes, to replace the exponen-
tial in Eq. (3) by 1 —[We(q) + W~(q)] comprising zero-
point motion and temperature-dependent efFects. The
isobaric derivative with respect to the temperature of the
elastic term becomes

BS~s&(q, ~) BS (Q)
j

BW Q)
BT BT BT

(ii)

where the first term on the right-hand side mainly con-
tains contributions Rom thermal expansion effects and its
value is some orders of magnitude smaller than the term
containing the derivative of Wz (Q). Since the derivative,

BWz (Q) 3h - Z(ru) 2 hu)kgyP2/2

BT 2Ms, 0 u sinh (fj,~P/2)
(12)

is a positive quantity for &equencies within the range of
the integral, Sle&(q, u) is expected to show a decrease
with temperature with a dependence with wave vector
governed by the product of SR(q) and the wave-vector
dependence of the derivative given by Eq. (12). If the
sample were to be considered as microscopically isotropic
(i.e., the atomic vibration amplitudes in all directions
were the same), then the last term in Eq. (11) would be
oc —SR(Q)Q2, and therefore the derivative should exhibit
extrema at Q values where S~(q) has maxima. Devia-
tions f'rom such simple behavior are thus expected if the
isotropy condition is not fulfilled at microscopic scales
as well as to the presence of higher-order (anharmonic)
contributions to the total structure factor. A rather more
complicated treatment follows regarding the S(Q) struc-
ture factor. Here the temperature derivative will contain
a sum of the contributions &om the n-phonon expansion,
with a first term given by Eq. (11),and the temperature
dependence of the one-phonon contribution reads,

Such functions show a steep rise with temperatures up to
hu"/k~ and become the dominant contribution to the
increase of the inelastic intensity with temperature (in
a harmonic approximation). Evaluation of the temper-
ature dependence of the second terms obviously repre-
sents a difficulty, since no closed form expression is avail-
able for the structure factors thus requiring further ap-
proximations as will be shown below. In summary, the
temperature dependence of S(Q) contains a compensat-
ing eff'ect arising &om the negative derivative of the first
(elastic) term and the positive ones &om the inelastic in-
tensities. Moreover, such dependence is also expected to
exhibit a remarkable dependence with wave vector as it
is governed by both, the interplay of the alluded oppos-
ing efFects and &om the Q-dependent terms entering the
derivatives given by Eq. (13).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ B~g (1,A) (1) l, rn (q)
BT / / BT I,m A BT

+n
l,m

(i3)

E&
'

(Q) = cschi
4kgT i 2kgT$

x coth E&
'

(Q) .
n~" & '(,

,~)

(2kgT
(14)

The contributions &om the first terms in the s»limation
can be readily evaluated as

The structure factors analyzed in this contribution cor-
respond to the first most intense peak of the diKrac-
tion pattern of glassy Se. A closer look to the graphs
displayed in Fig. 1, also reveals the presence of small
humps at Q 0.8 and 1.6 A. ~, with a relative inten-
sity depending upon the temperature. For wave vectors
between 1 A. ~ & Q & 2.4 A ~, the peak shapes can
be roughly described by a Gaussian, and the temper-
ature dependence of its parameters shows that (a) the
peak maxima of both structure factors shift to lower

Q values &om 2 13 A ~ at T = 15 K to 1 99 A ~ at
T = 300 K for S~ol(Q, ur), with a concomitant shift from
2.12 L ~ at T = 15 K to 2.08 A. ~ at T = 300 K for
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S(Q), and (b) a strong decrease with temperature of
the intensity of S( &(Q, u) is noticed, although such a
decay ( 22%%uo), is not monotonous, since for tempera-
tures below 60 K a plateau is observed. On the other
hand the intensity of the peak in S(Q) stays roughly

constant up to 190 K from where a decrease of a mere
3%%uo is found. The temperature dependence of both struc-
ture factors can be compared with data regarding the
first sharp di8raction peak in vitreous silica, ~ where a
small shift (0.01 A ~) has been found concomitantly with
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a large decrease in intensity. Also, the shift coeKcient
at constant pressure defined as a = (1—/Qs)(BQo/BT)
where Qs stands for the wave vector corresponding to
the peak maxima of both structure factors, results in val-

ues, for temperatures where the variation is almost linear
[above 50 K in S&o&(Q, u) and above 100 K in S(Q)] of
1.27 x 10 4 K and 3.15 x 10 K, respectively. Such
value for the S(Q) is of the same order of magnitude of
covalent glasses, whereas the one regarding the elastic
component becomes several times larger. It is interesting
to notice that the experimental values for the linear ex-
pansion coefficient~o show a strong rise up to 50 K and a
subsequent smooth increase from 2.7 x 10 5 at 50 K to
5.3 x 10 s at 300 K [i.e., the values of the volume expan-
sivity are of the same order of magnitude than the co-
efficient for S&s&(Q, u)], and therefore, as expected, such
effects are mimicked by the elastic structure factor far
more closer than S(Q).

In what follows, and in order to describe more accu-
rately the present findings it seems convenient to divide
the results into those regarding the wave-vector depen-
dence of the intensities at fixed temperatures and the
dependences with temperature at fixed wave vectors.

As pointed out in the preceding section, the experi-
mental quantities to be analyzed are f(Q), the ratio of
elastic to total energy-integrated) intensities, the differ-
ence S(Q) —S&o (Q), as well as some related magnitudes.
In particular, the quantity f, (Q) = S&ol (Q, u) —S(Q) + 1
has been proposed in some other studies on glassy dy-
namics as an empirical test regarding the correlations
between vibrational motions of different atoxns, since in
the case of no correlation such quantity should approach
the Lamb-Mossbauer factor. A set of plots of the func-
tions ln[S& l(Q, ~)/S(Q)] and ln[S&ol(Q, ~) —S(Q) + 1]
are shown in Fig. 2 in a semilogarithmic scale. Sev-
eral features are worth remarking regarding these plots;
first and foremost, the function ln[S~o~(Q, u) —S(Q) + 1]
deviates significantly from the linear behavior character-
istic of the self- (incoherent) atomic motion, since sig-
nificant oscillations are present even at the highest ex-
plored temperatures. Also, the appearance of marked
oscillations in f(Q) for temperatures below 130 K with-
out a clear phase relationship to the structure factors in-
dicates that the atomic motions being sampled at these
relatively low temperatures are additional to the plane
wave excitations characteristic of sound waves. The fact
that such oscillations get progressively blurred out as the
temperature is raised can be rationalized if the multi-
phonon contributions are taken into account as it will
be shown below. The deviation &om linear behavior in
ln[S~o&(Q, u) —S(Q) + 1], can thus be interpreted as aris-
ing from terms ([Q.p&(A)] ) in Eq. (2), which, due to
correlations between the atomic xnotions do not average
out to sQ u in terms of a single average mean-square
displacement. The behavior of f(Q) at Q values below
1.5 A ~ evidences the presence of noticeable structure.
Similar findings have been reported &om numerical sim-
ulations of Lennard- Jones systems close to the glass tran-
sition by Bengtzelius~~ and from neutron experiments as
recently discussed by us.

Figure 3 shows the I;,~(Q) inelastic intensities for
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FIG. 3. Wave-vector dependence of the inelastic intensi-
ties for the temperature values given in the insets. The upper-
most graph depicts this quantity as calculated for the trigonal
polycrystal (see text).

some selected temperatures. As can be seen, additional
oscillations to those expected on the basis of plane-wave
excitations [i.e., expected to follow a oc Q2S&sl(Q, u) de-
pendence] are seen at all temperatures, and again, the
oscillating patterns get sxneared out as the temperature
is raised above 100 K. A comparison of these quanti-
ties with the one derived &om an harmonic lattice dy-
namics calculation for the trigonal polycrystal shown in
the inset (i.e., frequency integrals over the calculated dy-
namic structure factor excluding the elastic component),
reveals that the only features visible in the harmonic crys-
tal within the same Q range, are a small peak at Q 1.7

, which originates from the first Bragg refiection, and
the main peak at Q = 2.1 A. ~. A glance to the curves
shown in Fig. 3, thus indicates that the additional inten-
sity appearing below Q 1.5 L ~ should be considered
as fingerprints of the glassy dynamics.
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To get some insight into the origin of the observed pat-
terns, consideration was made of the model proposed by
Jackie and FLobose, which basically extends that pro-
posed by Carpenter and Pelizarri, ~i and makes explicit
use of a correlation function de6ned as the product of
vector displacements p&

~ p'~ averaged over all pairs of
atoms separated by a distance R and over all modes of
a given &equency. Within such a scheme, the inelastic
intensity can be written as a convolution of the alluded
correlation function and the elastic component as

Ii,i(Q) = dh~ [n(ur) + 1]
eh * Z(~)

@min CtJ

X d q S~ i —q, cu q~qpC~p q, cu

(15)

which enables the calculation of I;,i(Q) if information
regarding the static structure factor, the vibrational den-
sity of states as well as a prescription for the mentioned
correlation function are available. Por such a purpose,
we have made use of the Z(u), structure factor and
C p(q, w) as calculated &om molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, r and a comparison between experimental
and calculated quantities is given in Fig. 4. As can be

seen &om Fig. 4(a), which regards low-temperature data
enabling the use the one-phoaon approximation on a safe
ground, a poor agreement is found, even if the mode wave
vectors q p are calculated from the average dispersion
&equencies uo(Q) and u&(Q) (i.e., the first normalized
even frequency moments of the scattering law, see Ref. 7
for additioaal details), and their associated polarizations
(phonon streagths) derived &om previous work are used
as input to model the correlation function. On the other
hand, some additional structure seems to be related to
excitations of a single selenium chain as shown in curve
(c) of the figure, where the excitation &equency and po-
larization factors were taken from a previous calculation.
However, the higher-&equency oscillation appearing in
the experimental pattern cannot be reproduced using as
input the above referred excitations. Since the lowest-
lying excitations of our system seem to be related to
torsional libratioas about the chain boads (the associ-
ated libration &equency is of about 1.5 THz), we have
modeled the inelastic form factor of a four-atom segment
using the geometric and force-constant data given in a
previous comxnunicatioa, 22 and following the same ap-
proach employed for the approximation of the inelastic
structure factors. ~ Assuming that, due to the relatively
low temperature the torsional motion can be decoupled
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&om the other chain motions (bond bending and stretch-
ings) the inelastic structure factor corresponding to these
motions can be calculated &om

2 '1
&i,"'(Q) ~

M
'

3(&i & )jo(Qri )
Se

+ (7t 'Y~) 2 (rim '
Y ) j2(Q&lm)

le
(16)

where atoms l, m are ass»led to execute a torsional li-
bration about a bond connecting two atoms to which /, m
are bonded. Since only atoms l,m move, it is trivial to
calculate the modulus of p~ ——p = 1/2Ms, = 6.3 x 10
inverse atomic mass units, and the direction of the dis-
placement vectors is tangential to the circle described by
the motions of I,m about the central bond. Because at
thermal equilibri»m the dihedral angle subtended by the
four atoms is close to z'/2 (and therefore the angle be-
tween p&, p will be the same), 22 the jo( ) term in the
above expression contribute very little to the intensity,
being thus the pattern dominated by the j2( ) term The.
calculated pattern is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a),
where it can be seen that such motion gives rise to a rapid
modulation of the inelastic intensity. Although such a

model is an obvious oversimpli6cation, since the corre-
lated and simultaneous motion of several chain segments
must be taken into account explicitly, it serves to assign
an origin of the rapid oscillations.

The relatively low &equency of the torsional motion
(1.5 THz 50 K) implies that multiexcitation contribu-
tions will become increasingly important even for mod-
erately high temperatures (above 70 K). To account for
such efFects, a simpli6ed approach based upon the convo-
lution approximation was followed, which employed the
vibrational density of states derived &om MD simula-
tions at T = 15 K as a one-phonon distribution, and
those regarding higher-order processes were calculated
&om Fourier transforms of products of such correlations.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), multiphonon efFects start to be
considerable at temperatures about 100 K and above.
However, as expected &om the separation between dy-
namic and structural disorder efFects given by Eq. (15),
the net eft'ect of including such terms is to alter the height
of the calculated I;,I(Q) curves without affecting the
phase of the oscillations strongly. An explicit calculation
of the two-phonon term corresponding to the simple tor-
sional model can be easily made using formulas (22)—(28)
of Ref. 11, and the calculated result is shown in the inset
of Fig. 4(b). From comparison with the inset of Fig.
4(a), it can be seen that the progressive smearing out
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pendence of the logarithm of
both structure factors for a
set of Q values (given in the
insets in A units) corre-
sponding to regions vrell be-
low Q~/2 (0.59 and 0.76 A ),
about Q~/2 (0.94 and 1.12

), (Q~ 1.73—2.18 A ), and
vrell above it. The same set of
momentum- transfers for both
sructure factors is used.
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of the higher-&equeacy oscillations of the experimental
I;,I(Q) curves can be explained in terms of multiexcita-
tions of the lowest &equency localized librations, rather
than in terms of the emergence of any new kind of exci-
tation.

A set of graphs depictiag the temperature dependence
of S( l(Q, u) and S(Q) for several values of the momen-
tum transfer is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the
dependence of S& )(Q, u) with the temperature can be
approximately described as a semilogarithmic decay with
a slope strongly dependeat oa the wave vector. The point
at T = 310 K experiences an additional strong falloff due
to the proximity of the glass-traasition temperature.
On the other hand, the curves corresponding to S(Q)
evidence a more complex behavior with several diferent
regimes clearly apparent. Assuming a logarithmic depen-
dence with temperature, we have calculated &om the 6ts
the extrapolated values of both structure factors at T = 0
K as well as the wave-vector depeadeace of the slopes,
which are shown in Fig. 6. According with the result
given by Eq. (11), the intensity of S&s&(Q, ur) always de-

cays with increasing temperature, however, the fact that
the Q dependence of such a decay has a minimum at
about Q = 1.5 A. (i.e., corresponding to a shoulder in
the diKraction pattern) was by no means expected. In
opposition, the temperature dependence of S(Q) mani-
fests a better known behavior, with maximum variation
with temperature at low wave vectors, and a minimum is
located close to the position of the peak in the difFraction
pattern.

The structure factors extrapolated to T = 0 K are
shown in Fig. 6(b). A comparison with that for the
polycrystalline trigonal solid, also showa in the 6gure,
exempli6es the amount of static disorder present in the
glassy phase. The shoulder at about 1.6 A ~ and the
main peak at = 2 A ~ have a clear polycrystalline corre-
late, whereas the extra intensity appearing below 1 A.

appears as characteristic of the glass phase.
From the value of the Debye temperature givea by

Meissner and Wobig, 8D = 130 K, the Debye-Wailer
factor corresponding to S& &(Q, ur) was evaluated from
Wp(Q) = (3h Qs/SMs, ) (1/kgy8~) giving W' (Q)
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lated structure factor for the polycrystalline
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Qz 2.67 x 10 4, and the extrapolated structure factors
were then corrected from this zero-point motion effect.
The resulting function SR(Q) is basically identical to
S(Q) within the restricted Q range that we are exploring,
and the most remarkable fact concerning this function re-
gards the noticeable hump appearing at Q 0.76 A.

which for this static quantity, could be interpreted as a
signature of existence of intermediate range order with
a characteristic length of 8.3 A. (i.e., involving 7—8 Se
atoms). It is also worth mentioning that such an in-
termediate length scale has been inferred in MD studies
on the dynamics within the melt, zs as well as in some
estimations regarding the thermal transport properties
in the glass phase. The relevance of such a Bnding
stems from the fact that it may constitute an indication
of a scale renormalization so that most of the thermal
and transport properties of the system are describable in
terms of a coarse graiuiug up to this length.

Finally, it is worth considering the estimates of the av-
eraged mean-squared displacements calculated from the
slopes of the ln[S&o&(Q, ur) —S(Q) + 1] functions shown
in Fig. 2. The present data were found to be in good
agreement with that reported from the analysis of the
quasielastic spectra, zs which were derived by means of
averaging the spectra over a restricted range of wave
vectors in order to suppress the strong coherent eHects.
However, the interesting point here is to compare such
values with those obtained if the S(~) derived from sim-
ulational means is used to calculate the atomic displace-
ments in the isotropic approximation. Once such an exer-
cise is done, the resulting displacements are consistently
higher than the experimental estimates, although the cal-
culated and experimental results can be reconciled by
assuming an efFective mass for a Se atom larger than
the &ee atom value. As a matter of fact, a value of
M g ——2.4MS, makes the calculation closer to the exper-
iment, a fact which may be interpreted as a consequence

of the persistence of correlation effects. Experiments
carried out averaging the spectra over a larger Q-range
should be able to measure these quantities within the
true single-particle regime, although the degradation in
instr»mental resolution for energy and moment»~ trans-
fers will hamper such an endeavour.

In s»mmary, the present study has evidenced the
highly correlated nature of the atomic motions in glassy
selenium by means of the analysis of experimental quan-
tities, which can be accessed with relative ease. Such cor-
relations are shown to give rise to noticeable structure in
the wave-vector dependence of the structure factors, spe-
cially noticeable at low temperatures. Additional sup-
port for the assignment of the rapid oscillations in the
inelastic intensities at moderate and low temperatures
to localized (torsional) vibrations comes from the role
played by these excitations regarding heat transport, as
shown in a recent calculation. 2

From the data presented in this paper it can be in-
ferred that analogous phenomena should be apparent at
least in covalent glasses, and, as a matter of fact, the
picture that emerges regarding the motions as strongly
collective in nature, involving up to 5—7 structural units
(a single Se atom in this case) has a well established
correlate in the well doc»mented case of vitreous silica, 4

where the collective reorientation of several Si04 tetrahe-
dra is assumed to be responsible for the observed thermal
anomalies. Such Bndings seem to St within the scenario
sketched by Leggett and Yu, fs where the highly collective
nature of the glassy dynamics is emphasized, although
the lack, up to the authors knowledge, of a developed
formalism, precludes any more detailed comparison.
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